
ANGER MANAGEMENT WORKSHEET FOR YOUTH

● Learn to walk away from triggering factors.
You can prevent your anger from turning into rage by avoiding that which triggers your

anger. Learn to avoid or walk away from heated arguments and confrontations.

● Voice your concerns
The point here is to express your concerns and opinions. Using ‘I’ statements can

help you voice your opinions without provoking others. It is also important to

remember to use a calm tone.

● Talk to a therapist
Talk to a therapist you can trust on issues concerning your anger trigger, behaviour

and alternative ways to cope with anger.

● Take a time out
Whenever you feel angry, enraged, or frustrated, walk away from the situation.

Use an excuse if you need to. The most important thing is to remove yourself from

such an environment.

● Think through your actions
Think about the consequences of your thoughts and actions before acting out in

anger. It might save you from trouble in the long run.

● Know your warning signs
Understanding how your body responds to anger is vital. Once you are aware of how

you feel when angry, you can make the right decision. Anger warning signs include;

yelling, shouting, balled fists, or feeling hot.

● Exercise
Physical activities such as running, jogging, walking or swimming are a good way to

distract yourself from angry thoughts. They also provide emotional release so that

you can resolve the issue later on calmly.

● Deep breathing exercises.
Breathing exercises are good for reducing tension build up in your body.

They are an excellent way to calm you down.

● Use a distraction
Get the mind off your angry thoughts by distracting yourself. You can engage in

calming activities such as listening to music, painting or playing your favourite video

game.
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